
Code Title Category Phase Author Publisher Decription Picture

9781868670123 Ke Eng? Sepedi SEN
M.L. Bopape and M.F. 

Ramakgwakgwa
Vivlia Publishers 

Willful people who are bent on wayward and selfish 

motives often become victims of their own ignorance 

and folly. 

9781874868057 Direti Tše Nne Sepedi SEN

P.S. Nkomo, H.M.I. 

Lentsoane, J.R. Maibelo, M.J. 

Mojalefa 

Vivlia Publishers 

This anthology of poetry boasts contributions by four 

renowned poets. Messages range from simple advice 

on leading a fruitful life, showing compassion for 

others to acknowledging God's grandeur. 

9780627012488 Lenong La Gauta Sepedi SEN H.D.N. Bopape Van Schaik Publishers

Lenong la gauta is a Northern Sotho novel. The title 

means "The golden eagle".  The theme of this 

detective novel is the detection of the murderer of 

Mmatšhego. All activities are centred around this 

mystery. Murder is in itself a theme that attracts 

many people. It is quite a sensational theme 

worldwide.

9780627021824 Semamathane Sepedi SEN J.M. Marape Van Schaik Publishers
Semamathane or "Messenger" is a collection of 

Northern Sotho short stories. 

0627001955 Ditsietsi Sepedi SEN J.T. Senoamadi Van Schaik Publishers
Ditsietsi  is a volume of Northern Sotho short stories 

of which the English translation is "Obstacles". 

9780627016578 Setsentsere Sepedi SEN E.J.M. Molokomme Van Schaik Publishers
Setsentsere or "The cricket" is a volume of Sepedi 

short stories. 



9780627016356 Sesegotheto Sepedi SEN M.S. Serudu Van Schaik Publishers
Sesegotheto or "A granary of poetry" is an anthology 

of the best Northern Sotho poetry. 

9780627021084 Semphekgothwii Sepedi SEN H.M. Nkadimeng Van Schaik Publishers
Semphekgothwii  or "A changing of personality" is a 

volume of short stories in Sepedi. 

9780627020254 Maboromabetwa Sepedi SEN H.M.C Maebela-Mohlala Van Schaik Publishers
Maboromabetwa  is an anthology of Northern Sotho 

Poetry. 

9780627020490 Mangangahlaa Sepedi SEN K.J. Sekele Van Schaik Publishers

Mangangahlaa  or "One should not act hastily. 

Credulity can landone in trouble" is a collection of 

short stories in Sepedi.

9780627021152 Matlampula' Afrika-Borwa! Sepedi SEN Bishop M.T. Makobe Van Schaik Publishers

Matlampula' Afrika-Borwa! Or "South african 

democratic/rain dance" is a volume of poetry in 

Sepedi. 

9780627018046 Dinonwane Tša Morongwa Sepedi SEN Phuti Molokomme Van Schaik Publishers
Dinonwane Tša Morongwa or "Tales of an Angel" is a 

volume of Northern Sotho folktales. 



0627022189 Lerato Le Madimabe Sepedi SEN A.N. Molalathoko Van Schaik Publishers
Lerato Le Madimabe or "Love and misfortune" is a 

Sepedi novel. 

9780627013560 Le Nna Ga Bo Nthone Sepedi SEN M.J. Maserumule Van Schaik Publishers
Le Nna Ga Bo Nthone  or "I am also eligible for 

kingship" is a Northern Sotho novel. 

9781869142698 Dikanegelo tša Afrika Sepedi INT Gcina Mhlophe
University of KwaZulu-Natal 

Press 

This folklore story collection offers a feast of 

enjoyment for young South African readers. Ten 

enchanting tales, steeped in the imaginative richness 

of African storytelling: Where did the first stories in 

the world come from? How did little Tortoise win the 

respect of all the other animals? Who was Nanana Bo 

Sele Sele and what happened when she built her 

house in the middle of the animals' road? Why was 

young Crocodile so determined to get hold of 

9781869142742 Dikanegelo tša rena tša go makatša Sepedi INT Gcina Mhlophe
University of KwaZulu-Natal 

Press 

Stories with magic inspire us to believe in hope and 

dreams. How will anyone recognize 'real life' miracles 

if they have not learned about magic from stories? 

Our Story Magic is a collection of enchanting and 

compelling African folklore tales written for children. 

Read and share these stories with the love that went 

into the writing of them. Some of the magical titles in 

this collection include: Sun and the Moon, Queen of 

the Tortoises, Moonlight Magic, Dad Is Eating Ashes, 

9781868887538 Faele ya Ramoloa Sepedi SEN Mpho J Mafogo UNISA Press

Pelompe gets the shock of her life after advocate 

Ramoshweu reads the distribution of the estate in her 

late husband’s will. She then set traps for the 

innocent Mojalefa, the person entitled to his late 

father’s estate. Her tricky plans are intended to cause 

Mojalefa an injury that can result in death.

9780986999161 Tša Borala Sepedi SEN David Maahlamela Timbila Poetry Project
Tša Borala  is an anthology of 202 poems in Sepedi 

and Sesotho sa Leboa. 



9780624035534 Letšatši leo koko a ilego dikgethong Sepedi INT Elinor Batezat Sisulu Tafelberg Publishers

When Thembi's parents announce that black South 

Africans will be allowed to vote for the first time on 

27 April 1994, Thembi's 100-year-old Gogo, who 

hasn't left the house for years, says she will go out 

and cast her vote - and she insists on taking Thembi 

along! 

9780624044925 Letšatši le le bosebose Sepedi ECD Ann Walton Tafelberg A very nice day - wordless book

9780624055228 Fofa, lenong. Fofa! Sepedi INT Christopher Gregorowski Tafelberg

Fly, Eagle, Fly! is a stirring tale of hope, written by by 

Christopher Gregorowski for his dying child. The basic 

parable tells of an African farmer who finds an 

abandoned eagle chick and takes it back to his farm. 

As the young eagle grows up among the chickens, it 

imagines that it is a chicken. A friend of the farmer 

notices the now grown eagle and tries to persuade 

the bird to fly, but fails twice. For third attempt, the 

9780624046011 Lila le Sephiri sa Pula Sepedi FOU David Conway Tafelberg

For months the sun has burned down on Lila's Kenyan 

village. It is too hot to gather firewood, too hot to 

weed the garden, even too hot to milk the cow. 

Without rain the well will run dry and the crops will 

fail. Lila is so worried that when her grandfather 

whispers to her the secret of rain, she decides to go 

and talk to the sky herself.

9781920422196 Ba mo nyakele kae? Sepedi SEN M.J. Mokaba Sharp Shoot Publishing Ba mo nyakele kae?  Is a Sepedi novel. 

9781920422219 Mahlopa a senya Sepedi INT M.J. Mokaba Sharp Shoot Publishing

Mahlopha a senya  is a Sepedi novel and the theme of 

this book is to teach you something about life and to 

eliminate the wrong practices that people do. 



9781920607906 Ka moo tau e hweditšego go rora Sepedi INT Gcina Mhlophe Puo Publishing

King Lion used to have a very soft voice. He didn’t 

sound like a powerful king of the beasts at all. The 

other animals had no warning of danger when he was 

out hunting. A big meeting was called to try and solve 

this problem. The animals made various suggestions 

but none were acceptable. Then Nogwaja, the crafty 

Hare, came up with a clever idea. And this is how it 

came about that today Lion has the mighty roar that 

befits the king of the beasts!

9781920271299 Nnwee! Sepedi INT Mina Javaherbin Pan Macmillan

In a dusty township in South Africa, Ajani and his 

friends have earned a brand-new, federation-size 

soccer ball. They kick. They dribble. They run. They 

score. These clever boys are football champions! But 

when a crew of bullies tries to steal their ball, will 

Ajani and his friends be able to beat them at their 

own game?

9781920247591
Lucky Lolo yo monnyane le 

mošemane yo mogologolo
Sepedi FOU Adrian Varkel Pan Macmillan

Little Lucky Lolo loved going to school. He loved 

learning from his teacher and seeing his friends. One 

day a new boy joined the class. Khulu was a big boy, a 

very big boy! Khulu eats all Lucky's lunch and takes a 

soccer ball! What could Little Lucky Lolo do? When 

Khulu ends up in trouble, will Lucky help him? 

9781920629762 Sephiri sa koko Ruby Sepedi FOU Chris van Wyk Pan Macmillan

A picture book story brimming over with South Africa. 

It comes from Chris van Wyk’s much longer book 

Shirley, Goodness and Mercy and it concerns that 

time of his boyhood when his Ouma Ruby took him to 

a bookshop in Johannesburg. Read the book to reveal 

the secret – and rejoice at the accurate detail and 

sympathetic characterisation in the illustrations.

9781920271398 Lehuto la Thutlwa Sepedi FOU Michaël Escoffier Pan Macmillan

A charmingly simple animal tale with large pictures in 

a style that is modern and fun rather than strictly 

accurate to African wildlife. Giraffe has a knot in her 

throat. The other animals are sympathetic but don’t 

know how to help. It is Elephant who devises a 

TickleTickle cure! What child could resist such an 

idea?

9781868404537 Metlae Ya Bašemane Sepedi ABET Silas Siṱholimela New Readers Publishers 

Lesiba was crippled, but he enjoyed visiting his aunt 

at GaMaja and playing on the mountain near the 

village with the herd boys. The mischievous boys did 

not tell him about Maribe, the dangerous baboon 

who lived nearby! 



9781868404520 Lapa la ga Modiba Sepedi ABET Elda Lyster New Readers Publishers 

The seven members of the Modiba family have their 

own likes and dislikes, hopes and dreams, just like 

everybody else. Let them all, from Koko Modiba to 

two year old Lerato, share their feelings with you. 

9781868403387 Nko ga e dupe Sepedi ABET Edwin Komana New Readers Publishers 

Sepatikana and Mosima are very poor. They are very 

excited when they win the jackpot. Unfortunately 

something terrible happens and their dream vanishes. 

9781868404551 Ngwana yo Moswa Sepedi ABET Helen Brain New Readers Publishers 

The preacher and his wife are sad when their 

daughter tells them that she will have a baby. When 

the baby is born, everything changes.

9781868404544 Masilo O Ya Toropong Sepedi ABET Cedric Xulu New Readers Publishers 

Masilo went to town to look for a job to get money to 

support his family. He met with so many problems. 

He finally went to a Wimpy thinking it was a party in 

someone's house.

9781868404575
Malesela le diselula and the cell-

phones
Sepedi ABET

Sandra Land and Lungisani 

Kunene
New Readers Publishers 

Malesela and the cell-phones is a book of picture 

stories for adults in English and Sepedi.

9781920271169
Nelson Mandela leeto le letelele go ya 

tokologong
Sepedi INT Chris van Wyk Macmillian Publishers

Nelson Mandela (1918-2013) is a true hero of our 

times, loved and admired across the globe. This 

children's book tells the story of his life, from his 

carefree days as an ordinary village boy to his 

unflinching leadership of the ANC, the long years in 

prison under the apartheid regime and his eventual 

freedom, ending with his extraordinary elevation to 



9781920395667 Ga Ke Nyake Phošo Sepedi SEN M.S. Machitela Lingua Franca Publishers
Ga Ke Nyake Phošo or "I don't want any mistake" is a 

Sepedi drama novel. 

9780799338010 Naledi ya methaladi Sepedi INT Wendy Maartens Lapa Publishers

Benjamin wishes he could play violin like Uncle Adam. 

While Uncle Adam played, he laughed softly out of 

pure fun. And then he says, "Benjamin, your day will 

come. You will see… ”

9780702170102 Ntshwê Sepedi SEN Mpho ya gaNgoepe Juta Gariep
An impressive and absorbing collection of realistic 

and fantastic short stories on a variety of social issues.

9781770099470
Mosetsana yo monnyane wa go se 

nyake go gola
Sepedi INT Véronique Tadjo Jacana

Little Ayanda loves her father so dearly that when he 

disappears, she decides never to grow up. When her 

mother gets sick, she changes her mind and grows 

bigger to help her family, but unexpected trouble in 

the village tests just how big and brave Ayanda can 

be. A retelling of a beloved children's fable, this story 

reflects African contexts while maintaining the 

9781431421787 Jafta Sepedi FOU Hugh Lewin Jacana

Jafta, a young boy growing up in Africa, describes 

some of his everyday feelings by comparing his 

actions to those of various African animals. The book 

is filled with rich illustrations and clever similes to 

explain all sorts of feelings and actions. 

9781431421848 Mmago Jafta Sepedi FOU Hugh Lewin Jacana

Jafta describes his mother by comparing her to the 

earth and nature. He starts his descriptions with 

sunrise and goes through his daily tasks until bedtime. 

Jafta’s love for his mother is present in every step of 

his day.

9781431421909 Tate wa Jafta Sepedi FOU Hugh Lewin Jacana

Jafta’s father is coming home. He has been away for a 

very long time, but things are changing in his country 

and now he can return. Jafta will be able to tell him 

about all the things that he has missed, and Jafta’s 

father will answer questions that no one else can 

answer. There’ll be a homecoming party bigger than 

Nomsa’s wedding. Because Jafta’s father is coming 

home at last. 



9781431402137 Thando Rocker Sepedi INT Dorothy Kowen Jacana

A story with verse text about a soccer ball. Thando’s 

ball is eventually chosen to be the match ball at Cape 

Town Stadium. Lilt and jingle in the wording, but not 

much of a story.

9781431406531 Mošemane wa Modiša Sepedi INT Niki Daly Jacana

Malusi is a herd boy who tends to his grandfather’s 

sheep and goats among the mountains of the 

Transkei. High above, eagles fly while on the ground 

below, beetles crawl, termites scurry and dust flies as 

Malusi plays games of stick-fighting with his friend. 

But there’s danger too…

Can Malusi save his lambs from the hungry baboon 

who’s stalking the flock?

9781431406609
Dipuku tša matsogo a mannyane tša 

bana ba bannyane 1
Sepedi ECD

Tuelo Gabonewe, Carole 

Bloch, Sue Kramer, William 

Gumede, Alzette Prins

Jacana

Little Hands Books for Babies 1 is a set of board books 

specially designed to promote and nurture reading 

from early childhood. This is the first box set of four 

from Jacana Media and the Little Hands Trust, with a 

focus on vocabulary building and reading for 

enjoyment.

9781431406715
Dipuku tša matsogo a mannyane tša 

bana ba bannyane 2
Sepedi ECD

Carole Bloch, Zukiswa 

Wanner, Marna Hattingh
Jacana

Little Hands Books for Babies 2 is a set of board books 

specially designed to promote and nurture reading 

from early childhood. This is the second box set of 

four from Jacana Media and the Little Hands Trust, 

with a focus on vocabulary building and reading for 

enjoyment.

9781431420391 Dipuku tša matsogo a mannyane 3 Sepedi ECD Jude Daly Jacana

The concepts are simple and accessible to all toddlers, 

as anything new they discover in a book needs to be 

interpreted in their own way. We imagine that the 

audience may need a gentle and quite overt nudge 

into the world of images and words and include 

humour, whimsy and reader participation so that 

adults also interact with the children and the books.

9781431423538 Dinonwane tša Kgalagadi Sepedi INT Hanneke du Preez Jacana

Kgalagadi (Pronounced Ga’laga’di) is the Tswana 

name for the wilderness, which falls within the 

borders of South Africa, Botswana, and Namibia. It is 

the hunting ground of the nomadic Bushmen and the 

home of the several Tswana tribes who call 

themselves Bakgalagadi (people of the wilderness). 

The author collected the stories during her years as a 

safari guide in Botswana. In retelling these stories of 

the Bushmen the author has retained, as far as 

possible, the essence of the original. 



9781431423705 Dimakatšo tša Handa Sepedi FOU Eileen Browne Jacana

Handa puts seven delicious fruits in a basket to take 

to her friend, Akeyo. But as she walks, carrying the 

basket on her head, various creatures steal her fruits. 

Handa walks on, wondering which of the fruits her 

friend will like best, oblivious to the fact that her 

basket is now empty. But then, behind her, a goat 

charges into a tangerine tree and fills Handa's basket 

with the fruit. "Hello, Akeyo," she greets her friend. 

"I've brought you a surprise." But when she lifts off 

9781770096974 Toro ya modimo Sepedi FOU Archbishop Desmond Tutu Jacana

A large-paged, welcoming picture book about all the 

Children of God in the world. In simple language, the 

text queries what we dream about and what God 

dreams about. It’s a prayer for unity and 

understanding, accepting that we speak different 

languages and have

different ways of talking to God. The dream has God 

“smiling like a rainbow”. Thoroughly recommended 

for children.

9781770092891 Bagwera ba bararo le thekisi Sepedi FOU Maryanne Bester Jacana

A large-paged, picture-book about three animals in 

bright modern clothes catching a taxi to town. A 

bumpy journey past plenty of African scenery. They 

pay different fares and that is why these animals have 

different attitudes towards taxis. Or so the story tells!

9781770095052 Borokgo bjo Botelele Sepedi FOU Maryanne Bester Jacana

Intriguingly, the main characters of this picture 

storybook are Nguni cattle. The engaging story 

features a Platteland wedding with everyone too busy 

to help, though the love and the happiness is really 

there, after all. Thoroughly South African, with lively 

storytelling and gorgeous, vivacious cattle-family 

pictures.

0627013937 Sorosi kubu o nyaka sekgotse Sepedi INT Larraine Kriek J.L. van Schaik

9781920162368 Nare ya go thula Sepedi FOU Mwenye Hadithi Hodder Children's Books

Bumping Buffalo liked to bump. He had great big 

horns with a huge pad in the middle, just right for 

bumping the other animals. This is the story of how 

Buffalo went looking for trouble and found it! 



9781920162429 Kolobe ye botse ya tona Sepedi FOU Mwenye Hadithi Hodder Children's Books

On the Great Grassy African Plain Handsome Hog had 

a beautiful smooth coat and an extremely elegant tail. 

This is the story of how Handsome Hog lost his looks 

and became known as Warthog to the other animals.

9781920162542 Kwena ya go befelwa Sepedi FOU Mwenye Hadithi Hodder Children's Books

Long ago on the Great African Plains, it was so dry 

before the rain came that all the animals were hot, 

and thirsty, and hungry. All, that is, except Cross 

Crocodile. This is the story of how Monkey tricked 

Crocodile into sharing his food with the other 

animals. 

9781920247485 Tau ya sebodu Sepedi FOU Mwenye Hadithi Hodder Children's Books

The king of the African plains orders the other 

animals to build a house for him. But the one made 

by Weaver Birds isn’t strong enough, and the one 

built by the Ant Bears is far too dark. Lion is so very 

difficult to please!

9781920162481 Tlou ye kgolokgolo Sepedi FOU Mwenye Hadithi Hodder Children's Books

In the days before the Big Rains, many of the animals 

looked very different. This is the story of how 

Enormous Elephant came to wave his long trunk and 

swish his long tail on the Great Plains.

9781920247430 Pitsi ya sejato Sepedi FOU Mwenye Hadithi Hodder Children's Books

Zebra was too busy eating when all the other animals 

in the world threw away their old skins and received 

new ones. That, so the story goes, is why the zebra’s 

skin looks as if it is made up of odd bits and pieces. 

Bold, striking illustrations

1868572056 Monywanyo wa Sam Sepedi ECD Ian Lusted Garamond Publishers

Sam is an African boy who has lost his smile. Ice 

cream, toys, clothes, even TV fail to cheer him up. So 

his parents give him a big hug. And Sam smiles! Such 

a simple story. Ideal for very small children. Ian 

Lusted’s clear, bold illustrations are similar to the 

style of Dick Bruna: simple outline on single colour 

backgrounds. A clear message that love is more 

1868572595
Brenda o na le ntatauwane mading a 

gagwe
Sepedi ALL Hijlte Vink Garamond Publishers

This a story about Brenda, a three year old ordinary 

girl with HIV. It is a true story that is written down by 

her foster mother. There is one thing that is not so 

ordinary about Brenda, there is a little dragon in her 

blood. The dragon is called HIV and has to remain 

sleeping. 



1868572757 Tabu le ditlou tša go bina Sepedi INT Rene Deetlefs Garamond Publishers

A folktale of a happy family in traditional Africa. Tabu 

is a child who is taken away to watch the elephants 

dance, though his father goes wild with worry. Of 

course, a happy ending for a most pleasantly 

illustrated story

1868571998 Mondi moletši wa naka Sepedi INT Dianne Stewart Garamond Publishers

Mondi is a crippled boy who lives in Durban and earns 

money by paying on his recorder. But the day comes 

when the recorder is lost and Mondi has to make a 

terrible decision whether to buy a new one or give 

the money he has earned to his sister for her college 

fees. 

1868572404 Koša ya Dinonyane tše Tshela Sepedi INT Rene Deetlefs Garamond Publishers

Wishing to make beautiful music with the flute that 

was given to her by her mother, young Lindiwe 

captures the songs of six different birds in her flute 

and shares the irresistible tune with the people of her 

African village.

1868572692 Mathata a Mzingizi Sepedi SEN Zanemvula S. Zotwana Garamond Publishers

A true story about the author’s uncle and his 

struggles to obtain a better education and life style. 

Mzingisi was forced to leave school in Standard 6 and 

find work in the Johannesburg mines. The story tells 

of the indignities and exploitation suffered. The 

setting moves to Transkei and Cape Town where 

Mzingisi was later arrested. The moving drama ends 

sadly with his death in a shack fire. A youth novel 

9781485626329 Letlalo le re lego ka gare ga lona Sepedi INT Sindiwe Magona David Philip Publishers

When we meet someone, one of the things we notice 

is the colour of their skin. But what can someone's 

skin colour tell us about them? Despite what some 

people say, your skin means very little! Inside we're 

all the same. 

9780994694294 Ditlha le Flip, Flippie le bagwera Sepedi FOU Charlotte Ewins CopyCat Communications

Flip, Flippie and Friends is a series of early-learning 

children’s books that introduce concepts to South 

African children in a way that is interesting, fun and 

as far as possible in their mother tongue. Flip, the 

mother or teacher figure, takes Flippie and his friends 

through twists and turns as they learn about 

counting, the alphabet, shapes, colours, seasons and 

9780994670618
Dibopego le mebala le Flip, Flippie le 

bagwera
Sepedi FOU Charlotte Ewins CopyCat Communications

In Shapes and Colours Flip tells a fun and interactive 

story, introducing Flippie and Friends to shapes and 

colours which they can recognise in their day-to-day 

lives.



9780994670601 1-2-3 le Flip, Flippie le bagwera Sepedi FOU Charlotte Ewins CopyCat Communications

In 1-2-3 Flip takes Flippie and Friends on a counting 

adventure, with more and more special friends 

joining in the game.

9781868978991 Jasper: Ka gae Sepedi ECD Linda de Klerk Clever Books

9780796100214 Bjale, Mma! Sepedi ECD Catherine Kraetschmer Centre for the Book

A little girl who wants to her mom to read to her but 

mom is always very busy with her daily routine of 

shopping, cooking, cleaning, etc. Eventually after 

begging and shouting, “Now, Mama!”, the little girl 

gets her story read to her while sitting on her mom’s 

lap.

9780521635837 Mae Sepedi ECD Graeme Viljoen Cambridge University Press

Cambridge Reading is a major reading scheme which 

provides stimulating books and support materials for 

the teaching of reading and the development of 

literacy throughout the primary years.

9780521635875 Mušu Sepedi ECD Marjorie van Heerden Cambridge University Press

Cambridge Reading is a major reading scheme which 

provides stimulating books and support materials for 

the teaching of reading and the development of 

literacy throughout the primary years.

9780521635912 Segwagwa Sepedi ECD Marjorie van Heerden Cambridge University Press

Cambridge Reading is a major reading scheme which 

provides stimulating books and support materials for 

the teaching of reading and the development of 

literacy throughout the primary years.



9780521635950 Mmutla wa go Seleka Sepedi ECD Nobantu Mapongwana Cambridge University Press

Cambridge Reading is a major reading scheme which 

provides stimulating books and support materials for 

the teaching of reading and the development of 

literacy throughout the primary years.

9780521636117 Mpša ya ditšhila Sepedi ECD Bill Gillham Cambridge University Press

Cambridge Reading is a major reading scheme which 

provides stimulating books and support materials for 

the teaching of reading and the development of 

literacy throughout the primary years.

9780521635998 Mošemanehlapi Sepedi ECD Fred Vonani Bila Cambridge University Press

Cambridge Reading is a major reading scheme which 

provides stimulating books and support materials for 

the teaching of reading and the development of 

literacy throughout the primary years.

9780521636070 Pikiniki Sepedi ECD Juliet Partridge Cambridge University Press

Cambridge Reading is a major reading scheme which 

provides stimulating books and support materials for 

the teaching of reading and the development of 

literacy throughout the primary years.

9780521636032 Ntlo ya rena Sepedi ECD Joan Rankin Cambridge University Press

Cambridge Reading is a major reading scheme which 

provides stimulating books and support materials for 

the teaching of reading and the development of 

literacy throughout the primary years.



9780521722544 Go makatša karabo Sepedi FOU Colleen Cousins Cambridge University Press

Ntsiki has been away sick, so her school friends plan a 

surprise for her return. Oh, what sorting of 

ingredients, measuring, mixing, hearting the oven: 

and the result is a grand cake admired by all. Friendly, 

realistic illustrations.

9780521723077 Maleatlana a Mma Mabena Sepedi FOU Dianne Hofmeyr Cambridge University Press

A picture-book based on mixing primary colours to 

make green, purple and orange, but transformed into 

Ndebele-style house-painting and the magic of art 

itself. Glorious colours and geometric shapes frame a 

story of helpfulness. The glowing pictures do full 

justice to the visual story.

9780521723114 Itšeele tšhentšhi! Sepedi FOU Kerry Saadien-Raad Cambridge University Press

It's Ryan's lucky day when a one hundred rand note 

falls into his hands. Ryan knows just what he wants to 

do with it and this sets up a chain of events where his 

family and friends buy gifts for themselves and also 

for their loved ones. Ryan is surprised at the end of 

the story when his generosity in sharing the money 

benefits him in the end. The main Mathematics 

themes in this story are those of money, buying and 

working out change

9780521722643 Mešitso ye e tšhošago Sepedi FOU Lindi Mahlangu Cambridge University Press

Patterns of rhyme and rhythm accompany the fear of 

footsteps in the forest. But we need never be too 

frightened when Joan Rankin is in charge of the 

illustrations.

9780521722971 Tšhese! Tšhese e bose! Sepedi FOU Sue Hepker Cambridge University Press

Mice quarrel over delicious cheese – but they are not 

the only ones interested. The story involves dividing, 

counting and the passage of time. Together with a fun 

story and lively pictures.

9780521722872 Dipanana tša Kgabjana Sepedi FOU Sue Hepker Cambridge University Press

A small money loves bananas but he keeps losing half 

of what is left. An amusing tale which involves sharing 

and dividing as well as plenty of visual humour.



9780521723992 Kgakantšho e Bohlale ya Leobu Sepedi FOU Monika Hollemann Cambridge University Press

Colour changes by Chameleon introduce colour 

words, which prove amusing to Mouse, with one 

more trick which saves Mouse from a cat. Clever, 

amusing artwork.

9780521724142 Leino le opago la kwena Sepedi FOU Fundisile Gwazube Cambridge University Press

A delightful animal story with striking pictures of 

Crocodile’s pain and all the sympathetic animals. Bird 

acts as a dentist, though he is nearly swallowed in the 

process. Watch out, though: Crocodile is now hungry!

9780521727358
Bošegong bjo bongwe, bja leswiswi le 

legolo
Sepedi FOU Lesley Beake Cambridge University Press

A typical rural family with a grandmother, mother, 

daughter, baby, dog, cat, chickens and a donkey 

called Nuisance. Lots of sound words to make reading 

aloud even more fun. Then … noises in the night. And 

a happy, laughing solution. Friendly, cheering 

pictures.

9780521724449 Pudi ye nyenyane ye e lahlegilego Sepedi FOU Amanda Jesperson Cambridge University Press

A goat is not the best animal to have in the house. 

Xolani tries to find a home for what appears to be a 

lost goat. Plenty of amusing disturbance before the 

right home is found. Clear, cheerful artwork

9780521724241 Ketelo ya Dorothy Sepedi FOU Sally Ward Cambridge University Press

Farida prepares for a visit from Dorothy, though she 

imagines Dorothy will be an elephant who will eat 

everything and flatten a lot. When Dorothy arrives, 

she is a little girl “just like me!” Happiness well 

expressed in lively pictures.



9780521724340 Set…set…sethekhu! Sepedi FOU Dianne Hofmeyr Cambridge University Press

Baby has hiccups. All sorts of remedies are tried 

(shown in suitably enjoyable pictures) without 

anything being successful until Papa makes Baby 

laugh by whirling him round in the air. Baby stops his 

hiccups: but then Papa starts!

9780521724586 Go edimola go a fetelana Sepedi FOU Beverley Burkett Cambridge University Press

A large frog swallows Baby Busi when her mother is 

working in the fields. Then frog is swallowed by a 

snake which is swallowed by a tall bird which is 

swallowed by a crocodile which then meets a hippo 

which yawns. The habit is catching. All the others 

yawn too and Baby Busi is safely back on her blanket

9780521725828 Koša ya Lizo Sepedi FOU Christopher Hodson Cambridge University Press

The setting is the annual Minstrels Carnival. Lizo loves 

to sing – “I love to sing – nearly everything!” 

Sometimes he is praised, sometimes chased away. 

Then he joins one of the bands and (naturally) wins a 

prize. Happy bouncing colour pictures of Cape Town’s 

great fun day.

9780521725217 Jake Sepedi FOU Janet Hurst-Nicholson Cambridge University Press

Baby Jake lives in a home that is far from safe as his 

family discover repeatedly. However, their answer to 

the problem is to confine Jake inside a play-pen. 

Plenty to discuss here around home safety rules. 

Enjoyably illustrated.

9780521726221 Na o ka sopagana? Sepedi FOU Kerry Saadien-Raad Cambridge University Press

Animals grow in different ways. The also move in 

different ways. This enjoyably illustrated book is 

informative and full of words to describe movement.

9780521726566 Rotha, dutla, rora Sepedi FOU Kerry Saadien-Raad Cambridge University Press

Deliberately set out as a non-fiction book with 

headings, index and information on the subject of 

Water. Young readers will find out about the water 

cycle, pollution, floods and drought, the danger and 

care of water, as well as having fun with it.



9780521725941 Go gopola Makgolo Sepedi FOU Dianne Stewart Cambridge University Press

A family situation in which a baby is born and then 

grandmother dies. The unhappiness is lessened by 

the happy memories people have of the old lady. So 

death is part of the cycle of life – and the baby is still 

there! Plenty to talk about in this thoughtful story.

9780521725347 Go swaraswara Sepedi FOU Penny Hansen Cambridge University Press

In verse text, some important thinking about good 

ways of touching each other and inappropriate ways. 

The sense of a “personal space”. Every child has the 

right to say No. Frolicsome pictures by one of our best 

illustrators.

9781928377719 Mogwera wa rena ke mang? Sepedi ECD Gerhard van Wyk Book Dash
Rhino, Crocodile, Giraffe and Zebra all have an 

unlikely friend. Can you guess who he is?

9781928442622 Myemyelo ya Sizwe Sepedi ECD Vianne Ventre Book Dash
Today Sizwe learns that a smile is something you can 

give away without losing it. 

9781919711041 Phoka Ya Masa Sepedi SEN Dr S. Rabothata Bateleur Books

Phoka Ya Masa or "The morning dew" is a volume of 

Sepedi poems. 

The poems teach about life in general, some are 

praise poems while others are for pleasure.

9781919711010 Ngwedi le dinaledi Sepedi SEN L.P. Thoka Bateleur Books

Ngwedi le dinaledi or "The Moon and the Stars" is an 

anthology of Sepedi poetry for secondary school 

learners.



9780947462802 Hlogwana' Tšie Sepedi INT Steve Kekana Bard Publisher 
Hlogwana' Tšie or "Sharing" is a collection of Sepedi 

poetry. 

9780868170909 Ngwanaka O Tlo Gola Sepedi SEN
D.M. Matabane, D. Moloto, 

et al.
Acacia Books An anthology of North Sotho poetry

9780868170589 Etlang Re Thaile! Sepedi SEN S.A. Makopo Acacia Books
Etlang re Thaile!  Is a collection of riddles in Northern 

Sotho.

9780795701627 Rights of a Child, The
Multilingu

al
All Tyrone Appolis et al. Kwela Books

Based on the Universal Declaration of the Rights of 

the Child, this beautiful volume presents the 10 rights 

of children worldwide. Exploring the basic needs of 

children—including affection, protection, shelter, 

food, and education—this summary illustrates the 

rights in all 11 official languages of South Africa.

9780620345460
11 South African Folk Tales Official 

Languages

Multilingu

al
INT

Aré Van Schalkwyk, Reuben 

Matemane
Zytek Publishing (Pty) Ltd

11 newly-written South African folk tales, each 

representing the vernacular of one of our 11 official 

languages and accompanied by an English translation, 

celebrate our 11 years of democracy and cultural 

diversity as a nation. 

9781485628286 Dijo tše dikaonekaone go fetiša! Sepedi FOU Sindiwe Magona David Philip Publishers

Mama is away, and big-sis Siziwe has been left in 

charge of her little brothers and sisters - and Sango-

the-dog. But as night falls over Gugulethu, the 

children are hungry and there is nothing to eat.  

Siziwe knows it's her responsibility to make a plan, 

but what can she do with no money, no food and no 

adult to help?  This touching story shares a message 

of faith during adversity and the creative power of 

hope.


